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PURPOSE 

This document establishes the implementation policy and process for the Spatial Data Standards 
for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment (SDSFIE) throughout the United States Marine Corps 
(USMC) Installation Geospatial Information and Services (IGI&S) Program, better known as 
GEOFidelis.  This guidance aligns with Marine Corps Order (MCO) 11000.25 dated 26 Mar 2007, 
“Installation Geospatial Information and Services”, and the Department of Defense Guidance for 
the Adaptation of Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment (SDSFIE) 
3.0 of May 2011. 

MCO 11000.25 states that “IGI&S capabilities throughout the Marine Corps will provide precise and 
reliable information at the installation, region, and enterprise level, based on a common 
infrastructure foundation that supports inter-operability across the Marine Corps enterprise”.  To 
meet the MCO 11000.25 mandate of inter-operability, IGI&S capabilities will be based on a 
standard USMC IGI&S data model, known as the GEOFidelis Data Model.  The GEOFidelis Data 
Model is developed based on the SDSFIE standard and enables data exchange among Marine Corps 
installations, regions, the Marine Corps enterprise, the Department of Navy (DoN), and the 
Department of Defense (DoD).  It ensures geospatial information aligns to the Marine Corps, DoN, 
and DoD Business Mission Areas for effective mapping, analysis, and modeling support for the 
Marine Corps installation management mission.  Further, it enables seamless integration of 
geospatial information and technology within the GEOFidelis systems, the Marine Corps 
Installations and Environment (I&E) systems, and other USMC, DoN and DoD enterprise systems. 

 

SDSFIE OVERVIEW 

The SDSFIE Gold is a Logical Data Model (LDM) which is the single DoD spatial data standard that 
supports common implementation and maximizes interoperability for Installations, Environmental, 
and Civil Works Missions.  As established by the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for 
Installations and Environment, the Defense Installation Spatial Data Infrastructure Group (DISDIG) 
is responsible for overseeing the implementation of SDSFIE, which includes providing the technical 
oversight and guidance to facilitate the deployment of SDSFIE standard across the DoD enterprise. 

Implementation of the SDSFIE is mandated in the DoD Installation Geospatial Information and 
Services Guidance Memorandum of April 2009.   Each DoD Component will adapt the LDM and 
establish Physical Data Models (PDMs) based on the Component’s implementation strategy.  The 
GEOFidelis Program will implement PDMs which are based on the SDSFIE and incorporate Marine 
Corps requirements. 
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KEY TERMS 

Adaptation: Formalized alterations to a LDM resulting in a data schema which is tailored to the 
particular business requirements of an implementing organization.  An adaptation consists of a 
specific Profile and all the Extensions required meeting specific user requirements. 

Annotation Feature Type: A Feature Type that contains text or graphics which provide 
information about features or general areas of a map. 

Attribute: Descriptive and/or non-spatial information about a geographic feature. 

Camel Case: The practice of joining multiple words without spaces, with the first letter of each 
word capitalized.  For example; the camel case of the phrase “storage tank” is “StorageTank”.  

Database View: A virtual dataset derived from the query of one or more datasets. 

Data Dictionary: A data dictionary is a part of the metadata that is used to understand the data 
and the databases that contain it. The data dictionary identifies data elements and their attributes 
including names, definitions, and other information.  See Appendix B for a detailed description of a 
data dictionary and the required elements.   

Data Type: The attribute of a variable, field, or column in a table that determines the kind of data 
it can store. Common data types include character, integer, decimal, single, double, and string. 

Element: Any individual component of a LDM including Feature Types, Feature Geometries, 
Attributes, Enumerations, or Enumeration Values, and Associations or Relationships. 

Enumeration: Defines what values are allowed in a field in a Feature Type or non-spatial attribute 
table.  A mechanism for enforcing data integrity often referred to as a Domain. 

Enumeration Value: An individual value within an Enumeration.  

Extension: The addition of a new element to a LDM.  The addition is allowed provided that the 
elements comply with the applicable policies of this guide.  

Feature Dataset: A collection of related feature types which are grouped together. 

Feature Type: A class of spatial features sometimes included in a single spatial table, commonly 
called Entity Type in prior releases of the SDSFIE. 

Foreign Key: An identifier which links one dataset to the primary key of another dataset.  

GEOFidelis Data Model:  The GEOFidelis Data Model is the primary USMC SDSFIE Gold 
Adaptation and defines the minimum required geospatial data elements that must be standardized 
across the Marine Corps enterprise in support of common installation management business 
practices and requirements. 

Logical Data Model (LDM): A structured logical representation of business requirements 
validated and approved by business representatives that contains entities and relationships of 
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importance within an organized framework, and business textual definitions and examples.  It 
becomes the basis of physical database design. 

Profile: The result of selective removal of elements.  Such removal is allowed if the element is not 
applicable and the removal complies with the policies of this guide. 

Primary Key: A unique user defined identifier for each record or instance of an entity  

Relationship Class: Ensures referential integrity when datasets are linked to each other via 
primary and foreign keys. 

SDSFIE: Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment. 

SDSFIE Gold: The sum collection of all elements resulting from SDSFIE modeling efforts across all 
Business Mission Areas and Common-Cross Functional groups.  This is also known as the SDSFIE 
LDM. 

Sub-class: The act of dividing a Feature Type into multiple Feature Types with unique definitions, 
but the same core attribution.  Sub-classing is a form of extension. 

 

SDSFIE IMPLEMENTATION ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

MCO 11000.25 has established and defined roles and responsibilities covering all levels of IGI&S 
management. This guide describes in detail the roles and responsibilities for the USMC 
implementation of SDSFIE. 

Geospatial Information Officer (GIO) 

• Will develop and maintain the authoritative Marine Corps Adaptation based on SDSFIE Gold.  
This adaptation will be known as the GEOFidelis Data Model. 

• Will incorporate Marine Corps Installations Command (MCICOM) Subject Matter Experts 
(SMEs) requirements within the GEOFidelis Data Model. 

• Will develop and maintain a data dictionary for the GEOFidelis Data Model. 

• Will register the GEOFidelis Data Model in the SDSFIE Registry. 

• Will assure that all Marine Corps Adaptations adhere to all relevant SDSFIE policy and 
guidance. 

• Will coordinate with MCICOM SMEs on final approval for all adaptations developed by the 
Regional MCIs and Installations. 

• Will distribute relevant SDSFIE information to the Regional MCIs, Installations, and 
GEOFidelis Regional Support Centers.  

MCICOM SMEs 

• Will identify enterprise requirements to be incorporated into the GEOFidelis Data Model. 

• Will review and comment on adaptations developed by the Regional MCIs and Installations 
to assure compliance with enterprise business goals. 

Regional MCI GIO 
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• Will coordinate and consolidate Regional MCI SME requirements. 

• Will develop and maintain the Regional MCI Adaptation based upon the GEOFidelis Data 
Model when necessary. 

• Will develop and maintain a data dictionary of the Regional MCI Adaptation when necessary. 

• Will submit the MCI Data Dictionary to the GIO for approval. 

• Will coordinate the review of Installation Adaptations with Regional MCI SMEs. 

• Will forward Installation data dictionaries to the GIO for approval. 

Regional MCI SMEs 

• Will identify regional business requirements to be incorporated into the Regional MCI 
Adaptation. 

• Will review and comment on relevant adaptations developed by the Installations to assure 
compliance with Regional business goals. 

Installation IGI&S Managers  

• Will coordinate and consolidate Installation SME requirements.  

• Will develop and maintain an Installation Adaptation based upon the GEOFidelis Data Model 
and, if applicable, the Regional MCI Adaptation when necessary. 

• Will develop and maintain a data dictionary of the Installation Adaptation when necessary.  

• Will submit the Installation data dictionary to the respective Regional MCI GIO for review by 
Regional MCI SME’s.  Installations not within a Regional MCI will submit the data dictionary 
to the GIO for approval. 

Installation SMEs 

• Will identify requirements to be incorporated into the Installation Adaptation. 

GEOFidelis Regional Support Centers 

• Will assist Regional MCIs and Installations to create and maintain data dictionaries based on 
Regional MCI and Installation requirements. 

• Will create and register the Regional MCI and Installation Adaptations in the SDSFIE 
Registry once approval from the GIO is obtained. 

 

ADAPTATION PROCESS 

The GIO will develop and maintain the Marine Corps authoritative Adaptation of SDSFIE Gold.  This 
adaptation will be known as the GEOFidelis Data Model.  It will provide the foundation for any 
adaptations developed by the Regional MCIs and Installations.  It will be based on the business 
requirements identified by the MCICOM SMEs.  

Each Regional MCI may develop an adaptation based on the GEOFidelis Data Model, if it is 
determined to be necessary.  The Regional MCI Adaptation will be based on the business 
requirements identified by the Regional MCI SMEs and will be completed in coordination with the 
respective Regional MCI GIO.  The Regional MCI GIO will develop a data dictionary to represent the 
Regional MCI Adaptation and will submit the data dictionary to the GIO for review and approval.  
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The GIO will review to assure compliance with the Adaptation rules specified below.  The GIO will 
also coordinate a review with MCICOM SMEs to assure the Regional MCI Adaptation and data 
dictionary aligns with enterprise business goals.  If it is determined that the adaptation does not 
comply it will be rejected and the MCI Command, working with the respective Regional MCI GIO, 
will have the opportunity to update the adaptation based on the GIO and MCICOM SME feedback 
and resubmit.  

Each Installation within a Regional MCI may develop an adaptation, if necessary, based on their 
respective Regional MCI Adaptation.  If one does not exist, the adaptation will be derived directly 
from the GEOFidelis Data Model.  The Installation Adaptation will be based on business 
requirements identified by the Installation SMEs and will be completed in coordination with the 
Installation IGI&S Manager.  The IGI&S Manager will develop a data dictionary to represent the 
Installation Adaptation.  The IGI&S Manager will submit the data dictionary to the respective 
Regional MCI GIO for review by Command SMEs to assure the adaptation aligns with Regional 
business goals.  If it is determined that the adaptation does not comply it will be rejected and the 
installation, working with the IGI&S Manager, will have the opportunity to update the adaptation 
based on the Regional MCI SMEs feedback and resubmit.  Once the Regional MCI approval is 
obtained, the Regional MCI GIO will submit each Installation data dictionary to the GIO for review 
and approval. The GIO will review each data dictionary to assure that it complies with the 
adaptation rules specified below.  The GIO will also coordinate a review with MCICOM SMEs to 
assure the Installation Adaptation and data dictionary aligns with enterprise business goals.  If it is 
determined that the adaptation does not comply, it will be rejected and the Installation, working 
with the IGI&S Manager, will have the opportunity to update the adaptation based on the GIO and 
MCICOM SME feedback and resubmit. 

Each installation not within a Regional MCI may develop an adaptation, if necessary, based directly 
on the GEOFidelis Data Model, or on another adaptation (Regional MCI or Installation) that is found 
to align with their business requirements.  The Installation Adaptation will be based on business 
requirements identified by the Installation SMEs and completed in coordination with the Installation 
IGI&S Manager.  The IGI&S Manager will develop a data dictionary to represent the Installation 
Adaptation.  IGI&S Managers will submit the data dictionary to the GIO. The GIO will review the 
data dictionary to assure it complies with the adaptation rules specified below.  The GIO will also 
coordinate a review with MCICOM SMEs to assure the Installation Adaptation and Data Dictionary 
aligns with enterprise business goals.   If it is determined that the adaptation does not comply, it 
will be rejected and the installation, working with the IGI&S Manager, will have the opportunity to 
update the adaptation based on the GIO and MCICOM SME feedback and resubmit. 

Once a data dictionary has been approved by the GIO, an adaptation can be generated using the 
SDSFIE Toolset and registered in the SDSFIE Registry.  Figure 1 represents a high-level overview 
of the adaptation workflow and does not include all processes. 
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Figure 1 – USMC Adaptation Workflow 

 

ADAPTATION RULES 

General 

1. The GIO will develop and maintain the authoritative USMC IGI&S SDSFIE Adaptation.  This 
adaptation will be known as the GEOFidelis Data Model. 

2. Each Regional Marine Corps Installations (MCI) Command may develop and maintain one 
adaptation. 

3. Each Regional MCI Adaptation will be derived by extending and/or profiling from the 
GEOFidelis Data Model. 

4. Each installation may develop and maintain one adaptation. 

5. Installations within a Regional MCI will derive their adaptations by extending and/or 
profiling from the approved Regional MCI’s Adaptation.  If an MCI Adaptation does not 
exist, the installation will derive their adaptation by extending and/or profiling from the 
GEOFidelis Data Model. 

6. Installations not aligned with a Regional MCI may derive their adaptation by extending 
and/or profiling from the GEOFidelis Data Model or from another approved Marine Corps 
adaptation that has modeled similar installation business requirements.  (Please note that 
deriving an adaptation from outside the chain of command will require modifications to be 
made to the installation adaptation when the parent adaptation is updated, even when the 
updates are not relevant to the installation.)  

7. All adaptations must be created and registered with the SDSFIE LDM Adaptation Registry 
using the toolset provided for this purpose. 
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8. All USMC IGI&S adaptations must include a compliant data dictionary. All Feature 
Datasets, Feature Types, Attributes, Enumerations, Database Views, Annotation Feature 
Types, and Relationship Classes that are utilized in a Regional or Installation adaptation 
must be included in the data dictionary documentation for it to be compliant.  (See 
Appendix B)   

 

Feature Datasets 

9. Feature Datasets may be profiled if they are not applicable to an installation or Regional 
MCI. 

10. Feature Datasets profiled by a higher level Adaptation may be used, provided a higher 
level has not restricted their use. 

11. Feature Datasets may be added provided they meet the following criteria: 

a. They do not duplicate a Feature Dataset already included in the GEOFidelis Data 
Model, or approved Regional MCI Adaptation (if applicable); 

b. A business need has been identified which is not addressed by the GEOFidelis Data 
Model, or approved Regional MCI Adaptation (if applicable). 

12. Feature Datasets naming will consist of capitalizing each word with an underscore between 
them. 

13. Feature Datasets that contain Feature Types designated as sensitive will have 
“_Restricted” appended to the Feature Dataset name.  For example; 
“Cultural_Resources_Restricted”. 

 

Feature Types 

14. Feature Types may be profiled if they are not applicable to MCICOM, an installation or 
Regional MCI. 

15. Feature Types profiled by a higher level adaptation may be used, provided a higher level 
has not restricted their use. 

16. Feature Types may be added provided they meet the criteria listed in a, b, c, and d OR e: 

a. It has a unique definition that does not duplicate a Feature Type definition already 
included in the SDSFIE Gold, GEOFidelis Data Model, or approved Regional MCI 
Adaptation (if applicable); 

b. It has a unique name that does not duplicate any Feature Type name in the SDSFIE 
Gold, GEOFidelis Data Model, or approved Regional MCI Adaptation (if applicable); 

c. A business need has been identified which is not addressed by the SDSFIE Gold, 
GEOFidelis Data Model, or approved Regional MCI Adaptation (if applicable); 

d. A data source has been identified; 

e. A legacy application dependency exists.  In such instances, Regional MCI and 
Installation Adaptations may duplicate Feature Types for an interim period until the 
applications are re-engineered provided the features are also maintained in the 
SDSFIE Gold, GEOFidelis Data Model, or Regional MCI Adaptation defined Feature 
Type. 
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17. Feature Type naming will be in camel case.  No spaces or underscores between words 
without a legacy dependency or sub-class naming requirement.  For example; 
“ExternalPropertyInterest”. 

18. Only the necessary and permissible geometries for a Feature Type will be implemented.  

19. When it is necessary to implement multiple permissible geometries for a given Feature 
Type, the geometry name will be added to the end of the Feature Type name using the 
camel case format.  For example; if it is necessary to implement the SDSFIE element 
“Structure” with the permissible geometries of polygon, polyline, and point, the names will 
be “StructureArea”, “StructureLine”, and “StructurePoint”. 

20. Feature Types may be sub-classed provided that following conditions are met: 

a. The Feature Type has been identified by higher level guidance as permissible for sub-
classing; 

b. The sub-class name is created by appending an underscore and a single keyword to 
the end of the Feature Type.  For example; “LandManagementZone_Housing”, and 
“AdmiBoun_DemandZone”; 

i. If the sub-class name exceeds 30 characters after following the sub-class 
guidance, the sub-class appendage name will need to be shortened by the 
region or installation. 

c. A unique definition must exist for each sub-class; 

d. Each sub-class retains all of the attributes contained in the parent Feature Type; 

e. A comment is added to the definition of the parent Feature Type identifying the 
features which will be maintained in the sub-class to ensure data is not duplicated 
across multiple data layers. 

21. Feature Type names may not contain more than 30 characters.  If a Feature Type name 
will exceed 30 characters, by adhering to all relevant SDSFIE policy and guidance, then 
just the first four letters of each camel case word should be used, excluding any geometry 
names added for Rule 19 and the keyword added for Rule 20b.  For example; 
“SpecialStatusSpeciesArea_BaldEagle” would be “SpecStatSpecArea_BaldEagle”.  If the 
Feature Type is a sub-class and still remains longer than 30 characters, the sub-class 
appendage will then need to be shortened.  Refer to Rule 20b for guidance.  

22. Definitions and permissible geometries for existing Feature Types cannot be changed. 

 

Attributes 

23. Attributes may not be profiled from Feature Types defined in the SDSFIE LDM, the 
GEOFidelis Data Model, or a Regional MCI Adaptation. 

24. Attributes may be added provided they meet the criteria listed in a, b, c, and d OR e: 

a. It has a unique definition that does not duplicate an Attribute definition already 
included in the Feature Type. 

b. It has a unique name that does not duplicate an Attribute name already included in 
the Feature Type.  

c. A business need has been identified which is not addressed by the SDSFIE Gold, 
GEOFidelis Data Model, or approved Regional MCI Adaptation; 

d. A data source has been identified; 
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e. A legacy application dependency exists.  In such instances, Regional MCI and 
Installation Adaptations may duplicate attributes for an interim period until the 
applications are re-engineered provided the features are also maintained in the 
SDSFIE Gold, GEOFidelis Data Model, or Regional MCI Adaptation defined attribute.     

25. Definitions, Assigned Enumerations, Data Lengths, and Data Types for Attributes defined 
in a higher-level adaptation cannot be changed. 

26. Attribute naming will have the first word in lowercase and the remaining words in camel 
case.  No spaces or underscores between words without a legacy dependency.  For 
example; “realProperyUniqueIdentifier”. 

27. Attribution must be the same for all separate permissible geometry types implemented. 

28. Primary Keys will end in IDPK; for example “bridgeIDPK”.  When implementing multiple 
permissible geometries, do not include the geometry type in the Primary Key name.    The 
naming convention will only be applied to Primary Key extensions, and it does not apply to 
Primary Keys that already exist in SDSFIE 3.0. 

29. Primary Key attributes must be populated and not contain null values.    

30. Foreign Keys will end in IDFK; for example “facilityIDFK”.  The naming convention will only 
be applied to Foreign Key extensions, and it does not apply to Foreign Keys that already 
exist in SDSFIE 3.0. 

 

Enumerations 

31. Definitions, name, and value names for existing Enumerations cannot be changed. 

32. Enumeration Values may not be added to Enumerations defined in the SDSFIE LDM, the 
GEOFidelis Data Model, or a Regional MCI Adaptation. 

33. Enumeration Values may be profiled. 

34. Enumeration Values profiled by a higher level adaptation may not be used. 

35. Enumerations may be added provided they meet the following criteria: 

a. It has a unique definition that does not duplicate an Enumeration definition already 
included in the SDSFIE Gold, GEOFidelis Data Model, or approved Regional MCI 
Adaptation (if applicable); 

b. It has an unique name that does not duplicate any Enumeration name in the SDSFIE 
Gold, GEOFidelis Data Model, or approved Regional MCI Adaptation (if applicable); 

c. A unique definition for the Enumeration is provided; 

d. A unique name and definition for each Enumeration Value, within the extended 
Enumeration, is provided. 

36. Enumeration naming will follow camel case.  For example; “CommNodeType”.  The naming 
convention will only be applied to Enumeration extensions, and it does not apply to 
Enumerations that already exist in SDSFIE 3.0. 

Database Views 

37. Database Views should be utilized, when possible instead of maintaining features in 
multiple Feature Types. 

38. All Database Views must have a unique name, begin with “DV_”, and not duplicate any 
Database View name in the GEOFidelis Data Model, or Regional MCI Adaptation (if 
applicable); 
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39. Database View naming will consist of capitalizing each word grouping with an underscore 
between them.  For example; “DV_Class2_RealProperty”. 

 

Annotations Feature Types 

40. All Annotation Feature Types must have a unique name, begin with “Anno_” and not 
duplicate any Annotation Feature Type names in the GEOFidelis Data Model, or Regional 
MCI Adaptation (if applicable);. 

41. Annotation Feature Type naming will consist of capitalizing each word with an underscore 
between them. For example; “Anno_Bridge_Segmentation”. 

 

Relationship Classes 

42. Relationship Classes must be identified with the following list of required elements.  
a. The feature types utilizing the relationship listed in the order of “Origin to 

Destination”; 
b. The relationship type; permissible values are One-to-Many, Many-to-One, Many-to-

Many, and One-to-One; 
c. A justification for why the Relationship Class exists; 
d. The origin Feature Type name with the Foreign Key identified; 
e. The destination Feature Type with Primary Key identified. 
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SDSFIE TOOL PERMISSIONS 

The SDSFIE Tools were created to manage, browse, and implement Adaptations across all services.  
These tools are all web-based and require permission to access.  They can be accessed at 
www.sdsfieonline.org.  Table 1, SDSFIE Tools, lists the tools that have been created. 

 

SDSFIE Tools 

Browser 
The Browser permits finding, seeing, and printing information about the LDM 
and each Adaptation. 

Adapter 
The Adapter allows for the creation of Adaptations.  This includes the profiling 
and/or extension of the LDM. 

Generator The Generator creates vendor specific scripts for the creation of Adaptations. 

Validator 
The Validator allows users to obtain information regarding the degree of 
compliance with current and former releases of the SDSFIE and the GEOFidelis 
Data Model 1.0 for their geospatial data schema. 

Migrator 
The Migrator creates vendor specific scripts for the migration of validated 
geospatial data into an Adaptation. 

Table 1 – SDSFIE Tools 

The SDSFIE Tools serve specific purposes in the creation and approval of Adaptations.  Not all 
users in the USMC will have access to all SDSFIE Tools and users will follow Adaptation Rules and 
procedures in adaptation creation and modification.  Table 2, SDSFIE Tools Permissions, details 
the actions and tool permissions by role. 

GEOFidelis Role 
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M
IG

R
A

T
O

R
 

Geospatial Information Officer (GIO) 

• Will have the ability to browse all available Marine Corps 
Adaptations. 

• Will have the ability to approve, create, extend, reject, profile, 
and submit adaptations. 

• Will have the ability to generate SDSFIE compliant schemas. 

• Will have the ability to validate geospatial databases based on 
existing Adaptations and prior SDSFIE releases. 

• Will have the ability to develop migration scripts. 

X X X X X 

Regional MCI GIO Served by GEOFidelis Regional Support Center 

• Will have the ability to browse all available Marine Corps 
adaptations. 

X     

http://www.sdsfie.org/
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IGI&S Managers served by a GEOFidelis Regional Support Center 

• Will have the ability to browse all available Marine Corps 
adaptations. 

X     

All Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) 

• Will have the ability to browse all available Marine Corps 
adaptations. 

X     

GEOFidelis Regional Support Centers 
Regional MCI GIO’s not served by a GEOFidelis Regional Support 
Center 
Installation IGI&S Managers not served by a GEOFidelis Regional 
Support Center 

• Will have the ability to browse all available Marine Corps 
adaptations. 

• Will have the ability to create, extend, profile, and submit 
adaptations based on the GEOFidelis Data Model Adaptation. 

• Will have the ability to generate schemas from USMC approved 
adaptations. 

• Will have the ability to validate geospatial databases based on 
USMC approved adaptations and prior SDSFIE releases. 

• Will have the ability to develop migration scripts based on 
MCICOM approved adaptations. 

 

X X X X X 

Table 2 - SDSFIE Tools Permissions 

 

CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

Users of the GEOFidelis Data Model, SDSFIE Logical Data Model, SDSFIE Implementation Tools, 
and the SDSFIE website (www.sdsfieonline.org) are highly encouraged to identify issues and/or 
suggest enhancements.  Users will create, for each issue or enhancement, a change request which 
will be emailed to the MCICOM, Real Estate and Asset Utilization Section (GF-6) Office for review 
and action.  The GEOFidelis Program will leverage the DISDI Change Management Process as 
described in the Department of Defense Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and 
Environment (SDSFIE) Change Management Process, 08 June 2011.  All USMC IGI&S change 
requests will be reviewed by the MCICOM, Real Estate and Asset Utilization Section (GF-6) to 
determine subsequent action. 

GEOFidelis Data Model Versioning 

The GEOFidelis Data Model will adapt the SDSFIE three-level version pattern where major, minor, 
and corrigendum (bug-fix) is specified using integers, separated by periods, to a four-level version 
pattern, where the fourth numeral reflects updates made for USMC requirements.  The GEOFidelis 
Data Model will release major and minor versions in compliance with SDSFIE major and minor 
versions.  Each SDSFIE corrigendum release will be evaluated for its validity to the USMC and if the 
changes affect the GEOFidelis Data Model, it will be updated.  The GEOFidelis Data Model will use 
the fourth level to manage model element modifications for internal USMC releases.  GEOFidelis will 
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also use this fourth level to release versions that only have specific GEOFidelis Data Model changes 
that are not elevated to the SDSFIE Change Management Process.   

For example, the GEOFidelis Data Model 3.0.0.1 contains the current SDSFIE 3.0 model but also 
includes USMC specific bug-fixes. If SDSFIE releases a 3.0.1 version, the changes will be evaluated 
and if they affect the GEOFidelis Data Model, GEOFidelis will release a 3.0.1.0 which will be 
incompliance with SDSFIE 3.0.1.  All versions will be tracked in a Change Management Tracking 
Log. Regional and Installation adaptation owners must evaluate versioned SDSFIE releases for 
impacts to their adaptations and implement the necessary changes. 

GEOFidelis Change Request 

Users can submit change requests based on the types of changes listed in Table 3, Change 
Request Types.  All USMC IGI&S initiated change requests will be submitted to the GEOFidelis 
Organizational Mailbox; geofidelis@usmc.mil following the proper chain-of-command.  To be 
considered, each request must include the following; 

• Requestor (Name, Installation, Organization, and Email Address) 

• Change Request Item and Recommendation (Data Model, SDSFIE Website, SDSFIE Tools) 

• Type of Change 

• Clear and Concise Issue Statement 

• Criticality (Low, Medium, or High) 

• Feature Dataset Name (if applicable) 

• Feature Type Name (if applicable) 

• Attribute Name (if applicable) 

• Enumeration Name (if applicable) 

• Steps to Replicate (if applicable) 

Each request will be reviewed and evaluated based on the Change Request Item and Type of 
Change.  Change Requests that are incomplete, invalid, or cannot be replicated will be returned to 
the submitter for more information.  Accepted Change Requests will be logged and tracked to 
resolution.  The USMC Change Request Workflow is depicted if Figure 2. 
 

Change Request Item Type of Change Description 

Data Model 

 New Functionality 

Change that requires new or enhanced 
functionality. This change would include 
new elements, for example; a new feature 
type, new attribution on an existing feature 
type, or new domain value(s) in an existing 
enumeration.  

mailto:geofidelis@usmc.mil
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Element Defect 

Change where an existing element has a 
defect or needs clarification (e.g., an 
incorrect data type, a misspelling, an 
incorrect or unclear definition. 

Outdated Element Change where an existing element is no 
longer relevant. 

SDSFIE Tools 

 

Functional Change 

Change is an enhancement to the tool 
operations or a required change to the 
current operation of the tool due to external 
forces like technology or policy changes. 

Tool Defect 

A tool defect is any operation of the tool 
that produces results different from those 
expected or results different from those 
specified in the tool requirements or 
documentation. A tool defect may include 
changes to tool documentation without an 
actual change to the tool itself.  

SDSFIE Website 

 

Structural Change Change requires reorganization of content 
on the website into a different set of pages.  

Content Change 

A content change includes changing page 
text, a link, or a graphic.  Content changes 
include deletions of content that is not used 
or not relevant. 

Table 3 - Change Request Types  
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Figure 2 - USMC Change Request Workflow 

GEOFidelis Change Request Determination 

• Data Model (GEOFidelis Data Model and SDSFIE Logical Data Model)  
GEOFidelis will evaluate Data Model Change Requests to determine if the change is relevant 
to the GEOFidelis Data Model, the SDSFIE LDM or both. 

o GEOFidelis Data Model 
 Change Request will be evaluated for incorporation into the model 
 Changes will be reviewed for compliance 
 New Data Model version released following successful testing 

o SDSFIE LDM 
 If the Change Request is determined to be most relevant at the LDM level, 

GEOFidelis will follow the procedures detailed in the SDSFIE Change 
Management Process document.  

• SDSFIE Tools 
GEOFidelis will test each tool request by following the replication steps included in the 
change request.  For requests that can be replicated and are determined valid, GEOFidelis 
will follow the procedures detailed in the SDSFIE Change Management Process document. 

• SDSFIE Website 
GEOFidelis will validate each website change request and determine the validity.  Once 
validated, GEOFidelis will follow the procedures detailed in the SDSFIE Change Management 
Process document. 
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APPENDIX A – POLICIES, AND REGULATIONS 

Marine Corps Order 11000.25, Installation Geospatial Information and Services, 26 March 2007. 

Department of Defense Strategy for the Development and Implementation of Spatial Data 
Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment (SDSFIE) 3.0, 11 February 2009. 

Department of Defense Initial Guidance for IGI&S Capability Implementation, 14 April 2009. 

GEOFidelis Feature Datasets Whitepaper, 10 June 2010. 

Department of Defense Guidance for the Adaptation of Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, 
Infrastructure, and Environment (SDSFIE) 3.0, 11 May 2011. 

Department of Defense Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment 
(SDSFIE) Change Management Process, 08 June 2011. 

GEOFidelis Data Management Guide 2.0.1, 23 September 2011. 
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APPENDIX B – DATA DICTIONARY DESCRIPTION 

A data dictionary is a part of the metadata that is used to understand the data and the databases 
that contain it. The data dictionary identifies data elements and their attributes including names, 
definitions and other information. The development and use of a consistent set of data elements 
and formats for documenting database content and structures make information in the Installation 
and/or Regional databases more accessible and understandable.  Model elements will be populated 
differently based on the source of the feature or attribute.  If the feature or attribute is a part of 
the SDSFIE LDM then the information that will populate the model elements will be taken from the 
SDSFIE website (www.sdsfieonline.org).  For features and attributes which are not a part of 
SDSFIE LDM, the model elements will be identified by the MCICOM, MCI, or Installation proponent 
who requested its inclusion.   

The elements listed in Table B-1 represent the standard set of information required for each 
feature type.  These elements include information about the data such as; feature type definition, 
functional area justification and advocacy, relationships to other data, and topology.  

Data Dictionary Feature Type Elements 

Element Name Description 

Feature Name Name of the feature type, as defined by SDSFIE 3.0 or MCICOM, 
Regional MCI, or Installation for extended feature types.  All names 
must adhere to USMC Guidance. 

Alias Feature type name alias, as defined by the requesting proponent. 

Definition Definition of the feature type, as defined by SDSFIE 3.0 or 
MCICOM, Regional MCI, or Installation for extended feature 
classes. 

Object Type Permitted geometries for the feature type, as identified by 
MCICOM, Regional MCI, or Installation.  Only geometries identified 
as permissible in SDSFIE LDM or higher level adaptation can be 
used. 

Data Structure 
Source 

Identifies the source of the schema for the feature type.  When the 
feature type is from the SDSFIE LDM, the source will be “SDSFIE 
3.0 - feature type name”. If the feature type is added by MCICOM, 
Regional MCI, or Installation then the source will be the Command 
name. 

Schema Proponent Proponent requesting the use of the feature type.  The proponent 
makes decisions on the schema structure to include any additional 
attribution. 

http://www.sdsfie.org/
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Justification Used when a feature type is added that is not included in the 
higher level adaptation.  It describes the reasoning for adding the 
feature type.   

Sub-Class Identifies whether a feature type can be sub-classed or not.  Sub-
classed feature types will be uniquely named, with a unique 
definition, and requires all the attribution of the parent feature.  
The ability to sub-class is decided upon by the SME. 

Topological 
Requirements 

Delineates between which of the permissible geometries to use 
when creating the feature type. 

Applications Identifies the application(s) which require the feature type. 

Business Data 
Relationships 

Identifies the business database(s) to which the feature type is 
related. 

DoD Facility 
Analysis Category 
(FAC) Codes 

Identifies the applicable Department of Defense (DoD) FAC Codes 
that are associated with the feature type.  The FAC element 
accounts for assets that are a part of Real Property and distinguish 
what feature type will contain each.  When multiple geospatial 
feature types are mapped to the same FAC code, the Department 
of Navy (DoN) CAT Codes will also be used to differentiate what 
each feature type will hold.  (One or more CAT Codes are 
associated to a FAC Code.) 

B - 1 Data Dictionary Feature Type Elements 

Attributes represent characteristics or values about a geospatial feature.  Understanding each 
attribute in a feature type is imperative to visualizing and analyzing the data.  Each attribute is 
required to have standard information defined in the Data Dictionary.  Table B-2 details the 
required attribute information. 

Data Dictionary Attribute Description 

Attribute Element Description 

Attribute Name Name of the attribute, as defined by SDSFIE 3.0 or MCICOM, 
Regional MCI, or Installation for extended attributes. 

Description Definition of the attribute, as defined by SDSFIE 3.0 or MCICOM, 
Regional MCI, or Installation for extended attributes. 

Data Type Format in which the data will be contained.  The types available are 
GUID, string, integer, decimal, Boolean, memo, time, and date. 
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Length Available length for storing the data.  Determined by the data type 
and the allowable length designated by as defined by SDSFIE 3.0 
or MCICOM, Regional MCI, or Installation for extended attributes.  
The only data types that will have a variable length are integer, 
decimal, and string. 

Allow Nulls Determinant of whether or not the attribute is required to be 
populated. 

Default Value Applicable to attributes with enumerations.  It displays the default 
value when applicable, otherwise it will be N/A. 

Assigned Domain Displays the domain name which contains the list of values that 
can populate the attribute.  If there is no domain then it will be 
N/A. 

Data Structure 
Source 

Identifies the sources of the schema for the attribute.  When the 
attribute is from the SDSFIE LDM, the source will be “SDSFIE 3.0”.  
If the attribute is added by MCICOM, Regional MCI, or Installation 
then the source will be the Command name. 

Data Source Used when an attribute is added that is not included in the higher 
level adaptation.  It describes the organization, database, or 
system where the information used to populate the attribute can 
be obtained  

Schema Proponent The proponent requesting the use of the attribute and making 
decisions on the schema structure. 

Justification Used when an attribute is added that is not included in the higher 
level adaptation.  It describes the reasoning for adding the 
attribute.   

Business Data 
Relationships 

Identifies the business database(s) to which the attribute is a 
foreign key. 

Application Link Identifies the application(s) which require the attribute. 

B – 2 Data Dictionary Attribute Description 
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APPENDIX C – DOCUMENT HISTORY  

Version Date Description File Name 

Initial Draft 21 September 2009 Initial draft was developed to determine if 
the document addresses the appropriate 
topics. 

GEOFidelis SDSFIE 
Implementation and Adaptation 
Guidance (Initial Draft).doc 

Working Draft 22 October 2009 Working draft was developed for 
GEOFidelis Region and Japan Installation 
review. 

GEOFidelis SDSFIE 
Implementation Guidance 
(Working Draft).doc 

Final Draft 15 December 2009 Final draft was developed as an interim 
document that will provide the opportunity 
to integrate lessons learned at a later 
time. 

GEOFidelis SDSFIE 
Implementation Guidance (Final 
Draft).doc 

1.0 03 June 2011 Version provided to DISDI and released to 
the GEOFidelis Community  

GEOFidelis SDSFIE 
Implementation Roles and 
Responsibilities Guide v1.0 

1.1 01 July 2011 Version incorporated DISDI comments and 
recommendations based on v1.0. 

GEOFidelis SDSFIE 
Implementation Roles and 
Responsibilities Guide v1.1 

1.2 25 July 2011 Version addressed minor grammatical 
issues from v1.1 

GEOFidelis SDSFIE 
Implementation Roles and 
Responsibilities Guide v1.2 

1.3 23 May 2012 All changes made for this version have 
been recorded in a change log named 
‘GEOFidelis SDSFIE Implementation Roles 
and Responsibilities Guide Change 
Log.doc’. 

GEOFidelis SDSFIE 
Implementation Roles and 
Responsibilities Guide v1.3 

1.4 19 November 2012 This release addressed an incorrect footer 
for Table B-1 and a missing Many-to-Many 
relationship type in Rule 42-b. 

GEOFidelis SDSFIE 
Implementation Roles and 
Responsibilities Guide v1.4 
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